
Chromosome Mapping your DNA Clusters with DNA Painter
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At the dashboard select the Chromosome Maps tab and you will see the link for 
painting your clusters automatically.  The Cluster Auto Painter process automatically 
creates a new chromosome map for you.  You can merge your cluster chromosome 
map with existing segment data later.  Merging is easy compared to trying to 
unmerge.  Everything I will be showing you can be done with the free DNA painter 
account.  The one issues with the free account is you cannot have more than one 
chromosome map.  Thus, mapping your clusters cannot be done with a free account 
if you already have another chromosome map.  The Cluster Auto Painter link brings 
up the following page.
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My goal today is to give you an overview of how to paint clusters.  There are too 
many options for painting clusters to go over all the details, instead I’ll get you started 
and point you to where to find more information.  I will share with you an example of 
how painting 23&Me clusters has helped find leads to follow-up with the traditional 
paperwork and contacting matches.  Thus, painting my clusters has helped prioritize 
my work.  As you can see DNA Painter provides 4 ways to paint clusters.  I’ll talk about 
the first three.  I have not tired using DNAGedcom.  You can import clusters directly 
from MyHeritage and Gedmatch.  To import data from 23&Me and FTDNA you must 
use Genetic Affairs or DNAGedcom.  
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Lower down on the same page you will find helpful information.  This is where you 
should go for help plus the help tab on the home page has a place to search for help.
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To understand what is required to paint clusters let’s consider MyHeritage.
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MyHeritage is easiest way to get started painting your clusters.  First you choose 
whether DNA Painter will map one or two X-chromosomes.  Second you choose the 
html cluster file you downloaded from MyHeritage.  Third, you download the 
segment data for your matches, a csv file.  DNA Painter provides you directions of 
where to find your segment data at MyHeritage.  Finally, you select the segment data 
file you just downloaded.
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Now DNA Painter is ready to generate your cluster’s 
chromosome map.
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Why do you have to upload two files to DNA Painter to paint your MyHeritage 
clusters?   The tradition clusters diagram displays information on your matches and 
who you have in common with your matches.  For example, you match person 1 and 
person 2 and that they match each other.  Segment data may have been used to 
create the clusters, but it is not displayed on a traditional clustering diagram.  
Without segment data there is nothing to display using DNA Painter.  Your segment 
information provides a quantitative link between you and your matches.  This is the 
first reason to use DNA Painter: to examine the segments of your clusters.  DNA 
painter provides a convenient way to examine the individual segments your share 
with your matches.  
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If you choose to use clusters created by Genetic Affairs, segment data is imbedded in 
the html file, so you don’t have to upload a separate segment file.
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When you choose Genetic Affairs instead of MyHeritage, this is what is displayed.  
AncestryDNA should be removed from the first paragraph.  What does the second 
paragraph mean?  AncestryDNA does not provide segment data so you cannot map 
AncestryDNA segment data using DNA Painter. 
If you don’t want to give Genetic Affairs your passwords, you can create your own 
tables of matches and segments and have it processed into clusters by Genetic 
Affairs.  There is a small fee to use Genetic affairs.  I recommend using the “Purchase 
credits using a single charge” option.  For me that has been much cheaper than a 
subscription. 
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These are my 23&Me clusters created using Gedmatch for matches >50 cM & <250 
cM requiring the matches share at least 10 cM. One reason I like Genetic Affairs is 
that you can change these parameters.  Lowering the minimum cM results in more 
clusters which, unless they contain matches with known MRCAs, adds segments to 
you DNA Painter chromosome map that you can’t parse. 
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Looking at the list at the bottom of the page, I saw there are two matches with good 
papers trails to our MRCAs that were not included in the cluster.  They were not 
included because they did not meet the minim 50 cM cutoff.  That suggests I may 
want to import those segments into my cluster chromosome map later.  I can also do 
the same for matches from MyHeritage, FTDNA, and Gedmatch.
Lest you think my presentation is a plug for Genetic Affairs and clustering, I tried both 
some months ago and thought they weren’t helpful.  Now that I am using them to 
feed DNA Painter, I have found both Genetic Affairs and clustering useful.
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I have labeled clusters 2, 3, and 4 paternal or maternal based on matches in those 
clusters for whom I have good paper trails to our MCRAs.  Cluster 1, 23&Me places on 
my paternal side.  Painting that cluster, I noticed that the person of the top line didn’t 
show up in my DNA painter chromosome map.  That is because even though he is in 
this cluster, he has not shared his segment data.  If and when, I am able to determine 
the MCRAs for the cluster and place the other people in my tree, this person would 
be a candidate for the WATO tool.  Cluster 6 is equally interesting.  I believe it should 
be paternal, but 23&Me switched it from paternal to maternal when my brother 
joined 23&Me.  I hope by examining segment date with DNA Painter I’ll identify leads 
to solve this dilemma.  
Note that clusters 1, 2, and 6 have no matches with any other cluster.  Whereas 
clusters 3, 4, and 5 have crossmatches suggesting they are a super cluster.  Thus, I 
may have only four distinct MCRAs in this diagram.
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When my clusters were imported into DNA Painter this is what I saw.  The data spans 
both the paternal and maternal horizontal bars.  One needs knowledge of matches 
with MRCAs to parse the data and update the labels.  To do this click on the 
appropriate label.  Let’s start with cluster three.
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When you click on the label it brings up this dialogue.  At the bottom of the page 
there are two options: Merge into Another Group and Edit Group.  To parse cluster 3 
into my maternal side and change the label to reflect my MRCAs for this group of 
matches we need to choose Edit Group. 
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Clicking on Edit Group pops up this dialogue.  I have typed into the Group Name my 
MRCAs and have selected maternal for the side. 
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Note that the Green group includes a significant X-chromosome segment.  A check 
that I parsed the group correctly.  Clicking on the circle labeling a particular 
chromosome opens that chromosome.  You can now see that the Green cluster is 
maternal whereas the other clusters are shared or both.  For the chromosomes that 
are not opened you can see the green as maternal and the other groups spanning 
both paternal and maternal.
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A feature of DNA Painter I like is that when you click on a particular segment (in this 
case the green segment of chromosome 11), this navy colored dialogue pops up.  It 
tells me the base pair span of the segment I clicked on, the number of cM, and SNPs.  
If I were to click on beige colored segment just above the green segment currently 
selected, I would find exactly the same base pair span.  This makes sense because 
looking back to see who these two individuals are, I my paper trail work implies they 
are brother and sister.  That could be further checked by entering their shared cM in 
the Shared cM Tool.  Knowing this I’ll merge cluster 4 into cluster 3.  I’ll also parse 
cluster #2 since I know the MRCA for members of that group.  Next, I’ll import the 
two known paternal matches that Genetic Affairs did not included in the cluster 
diagram.  I add those matches by exporting the segments using the All Segment Data 
feature in my primary DNA Painter chromosome map and the using the import 
segment data feature to incorporate them here.  Before doing that, just to be safe, I 
made a copy of my work so far.  
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At this point I have noted with boxes overlaps that should be examined.
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Looking at chromosome 3. MS and WS have significant overlap.  Thus, I should check 
if they are a match.  Given that I have a good paper trail for WS, a match may provide 
clues for finding my MRCAs for MS.  WS and BF also overlap.  They are supposed to 
be on distinct parental lines, however.  The overlap is small enough that it could be 
just by chance.  In my wife’s DNA chromosome map, I find large overlaps with 
conflicting MRCAs with fairly good paper trails.  That is not surprising because that 
part of her tree is endogamous.  The action in such cases is to look for additional 
consistent common ancestors.  
Examining the results of chromosome mapping my clusters has already led to number 
of leads.  In conjunction with my 23&Me tree I have identified cases where I can say 
this person should be a descendent for either of two couples.  I thus can message 
them:  I think we are third cousins and descent from couple A or B.  Hopefully, that is 
enough to entice them to reply.
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Before painting my Jedidiah Allen & Sarah Jane Copeland cluster, I had not noticed 
the X-DNA match.  Using the X-DNA filter on my tree at DNA Painter I can see 
potential ancestors that I have in common with this X-DNA match.  Further knowing 
the MRCAs of the cluster that my x-match belongs to, I can limit the possible common 
ancestors to my X matches in this oval.  With that information I contacted the match 
suggesting several possible MRCAs based on the cM we share and am hoping for a 
reply.  Thus, DNA Painter has given me leads to follow and help prioritize my work.
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